More Career Services News

The star indicates alumni employment updates and/or using the lifetime, fee-free employment assistance from the Career Services Department.

Sarah Powers ★
Computer Graphic Design
Eastern HS, KY
Graphic Designer
The CMOOR Group
Louisville, KY

Lyndsey Roberts
Interior Design
Pleasure Ridge Park HS, KY
Cabinet Designer/Sales
Lowe's
Louisville, KY

Dustin McCarty
Mechanical CADD
Henry County HS, KY
CADD Designer
Safetran Systems Corporation
Louisville, KY

Amy D. Smith
Interior Design
Nelson County HS, KY
Design Assistant
Louisville Interiors
Louisville, KY

Ryan L. Smith
Computer Graphic Design
Seneca HS, KY
Graphic/Web Designer
First Quality Musical Supplies
Louisville, KY

Ryan E. Smock
Mechanical CADD
Jeffersontown HS, KY
CADD Drafter
Rainbow Design Services
Louisville, KY

Craig N. Thompson
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Pleasure Ridge Park HS, KY
Facilities Mechanical Technician
Target
Louisville, KY

Jason Thompson
Computer Network Administration
Doss HS, KY
IT Department
TekSystems
Louisville, KY

Steven Westphal
Mechanical Engineering Technology
North Hardin HS, KY
Maintenance Technician
Avato Digital Systems
Louisville, KY

Jennifer S. Weingarten
Interior Design
Ballard HS, KY
Kitchen Cabinet Sales/Design
Lowe's
Shepherdsville, KY

Dennis W. Wehlschlegel
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Seneca HS, KY
Electronic Technician
Innovative Tek (Raytheon Technician)
Fairdale, KY

April L. Young
Interior Design
Presentation Academy, KY
Design Assistant
Atterberry Smith
Louisville, KY

This space is reserved for you and your Sullivan College of Technology and Design success story.

Just in! Even more graduates’ career success

Roger Baker
Computer Graphic Design
Butler Traditional HS, KY
Graphic Designer
Signarama
Louisville, KY

Jarred A Carter
Computer Network Administration
Pleasure Ridge Park HS, KY
Counter Intelligence Agent
Geek Squad City
Hillview, KY

Nathan Diamond ★
Architectural CADD
GED
CADD Drafter
Meiners Electric
Louisville, KY

Brandon D. Fisher
Computer Engineering Technology
Eastern HS, KY
Electronic Technician
Innovative Tek (Raytheon Technician)
Fairdale, KY

Kyle McGill
Architectural CADD
St. Xavier HS, KY
Mechanical Drafter
Metal Sales Manufacturing
Louisville, KY

Asha Nagaiya ★
Computer Graphic Design
North Hardin HS, KY
Graphic Designer
Street Moda
Louisville, KY

Brandon Richards
Computer Engineering Technology
Waggener HS, KY
Biomedical Services Technician
DRE Medical
Louisville, KY

Christopher R. Slovacek
Computer Engineering Technology
St. Xavier HS, KY
Electronic Technician
Innovative Tek (Raytheon Technician)
Fairdale, KY

Natalie Spaulding
Interior Design
Washington County HS, KY
Design Assistant
A & W Ventures
New Albany, IN

Kristin Watts
Interior Design
Spencer County HS, KY
Design Assistant
StoneMark
Louisville, KY
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